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Throughout this paper L/K denotes a non-trivial purely inseparable field 
extension of characteristic p. Let 
S = {L’ ] L’ is an intermediate field of L/K}. 
For a subset C of S, we say that L/K is of type R(C) if and only if for all 
L’ E C every relative p-base of L’/K is a generating set (hence a minimal 
generating set) of L’/K. We usually abbreviate the case C = {L} by saying 
that L/K is of type R. From [5, p. 7451 it follows that if we let 
B = {L’ 1 L’ E S, L’/K has bounded exponent}, 
then L/K is of type R(B). So in particular, if L/K has bounded exponent, 
then L/K is of type R(S). That the converse of this holds follows from 
Theorem 1 below. If K* is a modular intermediate field of L/K then (as shown 
in [l]) K*/K is of type R if and only if K*/K has bounded exponent; hence 
whenever we have K* E CC S and L/K is of type R(C), then K*IK has 
bounded exponent. Examples are given in [3] to show that L/K can have 
unbounded exponent and be of type R simultaneously. 
The main purpose of this paper is to distinguish between the bounded and 
unbounded exponent cases in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions for 
L/K to be of type R(C) for the following subsets of S: 
S = {L’ 1 L’ is an intermediate field of L/K}, 
D = {L’ 1 L’ E S and every relative p-base of L’IK is 
relatively p-independent in L/K}, 
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U = {L’ 1 L’ E S and L’IK has unbounded exponent}, 
U, = {L’ 1 L’ E S and L/L’ has unbounded exponent}, 
U, = {L’ 1 L’ E S and both L/L’ and L’IK have 
unbounded exponents}. 
These sets can of course be similarly defined with respect to any fixed inter- 
mediate field L* of L/K. Hence when we say that L*IK is of type R(C), it is 
to be understood that L* replaces L in the above definitions with S the set 
of intermediate fields of L*/K. Where desirable, we distinguish these cases 
by writing C(L*/K) instead of C. An intermediate field L’ E S(L/K) is called 
proper if and only if L’ f L (that is, if and only if L’ CL). 
1. R(D), R(S), W-J) 
The following is our principal result. 
THEOREM 1. L/K is of type R(D) if and only ifL/K has bounded exponent. 
Proof. Suppose L/K is of type R(D) and that L/K has unbounded 
exponent. Let M be a relative p-base ofL/K. Then L = K(M) because L E D. 
Since L/K has unbounded exponent, M is an infinite set and there exists a 
sequence {m,}& such that mi E M, e, < eifl , i = 1,2,..., where e, = 
exponent of mi over K(m, ,..., m,J and K(m,) means K. The strict inequality 
ei < ei+l can be achieved because L/K would have bounded exponent if 
Wh ,..., mi) had bounded exponent for a finite subset {m, ,..., mi} of M. We 
now consider the sequence 
Suppose there exists a subsequence {m,,}~, of {m,}i”_l with the following 
properties: If we set n, = mi, ,fi = ei, ,j = I,2 ,... (with n, = ml for con- 
venience and without loss of generality), then 
is a minimal generating set of 
Let N’ = {nj}&. Then K(W) E D. We now show that K(N’)/K is not of 
type R. This will prove that the subsequence (2) does not exist because L/K 
is assumed to be of type R(D). 
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of L is a relative p-base of K(N’)/K. Furthermore, K(N’) = K(N) because 
L/K is of type R(D). Therefore there exists a positive integer r such that 
Hence 
n, E LT = K(ng~2p’~-‘~, ng~~~-~~,..., n,,~l+‘-‘v). 
N, = {n;‘+l lj = l,..., r + l} _CLr. 
Let L,,, = K(N,). Then L, 3 L,,, and N,. is a minimal generating set of 
L,+,/K because it is a subset of (2). Hence a relative p-base of L,+JK has 
cardinality Y + 1 while a relative p-base of the containing field L,/K has 
cardinality r. But this contradicts Satz 28 [4, p. 1031, hence the subsequence 
(2) of (1) does not exist. 
The intermediate field 
L* = K({m;8i-61}i~1) 
has the property that every relative p-base of L*/K is finite because a relative 
p-base of L*/K containing m, can be chosen from the generating set (1) and 
a subsequence of type (2) does not exist. Thus if M* is a relative p-base 
of L*/K, then there exists a positive integer t = t(M*) such that M*pt C K. 
Hence K(L*pt) = K(L*Pt+l), so K(L*Pt) is relatively perfect over K. Since 
L*/K has unbounded exponent, K(L*P$)/K has unbounded exponent. But 
since K(L*pt) is relatively perfect over K, K(L*pt) ED with @ as its relative 
p-base. Thus, by hypothesis, K(L*pt) = K( o ) = K, a contradiction. 
It is of course immediate that if L/K has bounded exponent then L/K is of 
type R(D). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. (1) L/K is of type R(S) if and only if L/K has bounded 
exponent. (2) L/K is of type R(U) if and only if L/K has bounded exponent 
(that is, if and only if U = ia .) 
Proof. (1) This follows since D C S. (2) L/K is of type R(U) if and 
only if L/K is of type R(S), because U v B = S and L/K is always of type 
R(B)* Q.E.D. 
2. WJA, R(Uw) 
Extensions of these types have bounded exponents if and only if relatively 
perfect intermediate fields other than K are absent, as shown in the corollary 
to the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) L/K is of type R( UC). 
(2) L/K is of type R(U,). 
(3) For every intermediate$eld L’ of L/K, ifL/L’ has unbounded exponent 
then L’IK has bounded exponent (that is, L’ E U, implies L’ E B). 
Proof. (1) implies (2) because U, C U, . For (2) implies (3) let L’ be an 
intermediate field of L/K such that L/L’ has unbounded exponent. Let L” be 
an intermediate field of L//K. If L”/K has unbounded exponent, then L” E U, 
so L”IK is of type R. If L”IK has bounded exponent, then L”IK is of type R. 
Hence L’/K is of type R(S(L’IK)), where we recall that S(L’IK) denotes the 
set of all intermediate fields of L’/K. Thus L’IK has bounded exponent. 
(Hence U, = a). (3) implies (1) because then UC C B and L/K is always of 
type R(B). Q.E.D. 
Examples where L/K has unbounded exponent and satisfies condition (3) 
of Theorem 2 are easily constructed. Non-relatively perfect examples are 
given in [3]. All proper intermediate fields of a non-trivial relatively perfect 
extension have bounded exponents if the extension satisfies condition (3). 
COROLLARY. If K is the only relatively perfect intermediate field of L/K, 
then (I), (2), and (3) are each equivalent to L/K having bounded exponent. 
Proof. Suppose condition (3) holds and L/K has unbounded exponent. 
Then there exists an intermediate field L’ (possibly L) of L/K such that L/L’ 
has bounded exponent and L’IK is not of type R. Then there exists a relative 
p-base M of L’IK such that L’ r) K(M). Set L” = K(M). Now L’IL” must 
have unbounded exponent, otherwise L = L”. Hence L”IK has bounded 
exponent, say e, by condition (3). Thus K(L’p”) = K(L’@l), which con- 
tradicts the fact that K is the only relatively perfect intermediate field of L/K. 
Hence L/K has bounded exponent. Q.E.D. 
Note that every relatively perfect intermediate field of L/K is contained 
in 0: K(Lpi). 
If L/K is of type R, then L/L* is of type R (with respect to L* as ground 
field) for every intermediate field L* of L/K: For, by Lemma 1 in [4], L/K is 
of type R if and only if L’(Lp) is p ro p er in L for every proper intermediate 
field L’ of L/K, hence L/L* is of type R if and only if L*(Lp) is proper in L for 
every proper intermediate field of L/L*. Now, suppose K* is an intermediate 
field of L/K such that L/K* is modular. If L/K is of type R, then L/K* has 
bounded exponent (see [l]), hence L/K* is a tensor product of simple 
extensions [6, or 2, p. 3301. The existence of a minimal K* such that L/K* 
is modular is proved in [l]. 
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